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Development is keyword for success the growing and in facing the politic and physical that 

should in same tone in matters of country business. The progress the development should in term that 

human involve in matters of survives and also continues in their lives, so the bargaining position of 

human to the other is politic and also in physical achievement. The politic matters should in tone in 

same chord with in the development of physical in term together for get the goal in term should support 

each of others, the man said the politic is dirty, common word but in used getting common as reflection 

the bargain of the value of politic that should accept by any peoples in this earth, work that? Off course 

not always, we should know the principles that politic is dirty, dirty in term trick and dirty in term sin that 

produce by them, the politicman is equal to as the sinner in term religion matters, if you are good in 

your religion, you should discard the political matters, but if you ready to become president of sin, now 

your turn. How to become political matters without produce sin in each of peoples, off course this is not 

easy considering the term of political is dirty is always together and also as ID or identity of politic. Is it 

possible [politic without sin in product? Off course can do, please look to Japan, peoples doesn’t 

interest in political matters, they know that political matters only tools for achieve what they needs in 

indirect, they trust to peoples who involve in political matters and allows them to become politicman. 

Theres no value of sin in Japan considering the politic matters in application. Political matters becoming 

common job that absolute agree with term that politic job is equal with hones and not corrupt. How the 

Japan can achieve like that that think by me so high? Off course this happen because all of peoples in 

Japan trust to them, so the key is TRUST TO EACH OF OPTHERS, if you trust in political matters the 

impact is peoples will give ways for you. That’s happen in Japan. 

Politic and physical should in chord if politic support and revealed the potency and the 

application of the natural source and man power source. The argue of politic that influences the 

physical should in argue that physicals is not business for politic. The politic should separate 

considering the politic matters activities. Why I said like that, because politic should not sacrifice for the 

achievement of the group one head who will give impact to the physical developments. Physical 

developments should go in progress as result of the development in any term. Physical should not in 

room with the politic matters, so the politic matters will only give impact to the user of physical. Physical 

becoming useful in now and future considering the term of politic change and not anymore used by 

peoples as subject the politic achievements. Politic should manage the development in term politic who 



involve in progress the achievement of country not in position that politic is as barrier for physical. 

Physical should become together with in the economic for goal of the country. The country should also 

in chord as media for what happen in physical for achieve the progress of country in development. 

Country should develop the physical just like the physical who involve the stand and the exist of the 

country. Very important to say that physicals is one of the keys for success the stand and the exist of 

country. The country should thanks to peoples who always think that the progress in physical is 

achievement of the country. The country should thank to Evelyn Setiawan the Director in Agung 

Sedayu Group who make better shelter and better place for small communities in Indonesia who has 

thinking in sophisticated about philosophy the lifes for continue and for fill the lifes with qualities and 

sustain. Agung Sedayu Group as company who build the physicals in Area of Pantai Indah Kapuk 

Jakarta Utara should get appreciation from decision maker because them is company who understand 

that development is by do build physical based on the the prosperity and wealthy. Pantai Indah Kapuk 

Jakarta Utara is place that can as model or as standard the sustainable development for get as 

achievement of prosperous and wealth. 

Development is key for the success peoples in country who live and proceed the activities that 

should continue in qualities and the stabilities-his. The stabilities should in chord also considering the 

physical development that will make the individual feel save in develop and also feel save in 

relationship with the others. The key should in chord with in for all aspect that appears together when 

the life goes on. Life should has qualities among of individu consider the consists of materials of 

physicals and the qualities of skill both hard skill and soft skill. The skill should in chord also together 

with in the qualities of circumstance who support the benefit and useful of skill, Skill become experience 

for yourself as well as hisself as manager for hisself, so skill should in you and not replaced by some in 

any kinds of ways for replace the job of you. 

Physical as expression of the skill achievement should also in chord in any ways of the build 

and maintenance and the politic cannot see by me and you in direct influences the physical, off course, 

but as achievement of competitor of you in politic matters off course we can count, any activities and 

result the thing as product the skill off course can bring by politic, but it is un fair if to do that, we can 

stop you the politic man in any ways of your act when we bring to our lives, but sometimes you reject 

the term or ways of us for make you think that politic matters is not so powerful. The powerful or not in 

politic matters should has barrier for you and me that cannot cross by each of other for make the 

satisfaction of one side. We should respect to each of others considering the achievements in us of 

each of others, so the key for success you as politic man and us as member of societies who not 

involve to the activities of you, is don’t disturb us in physicals matters and also skill matters. You will 

lose the politic man if you bring the physical and skill matters to you field, many examples for that 



explanation, why, because peoples always understand and always on side of physical matters and skill 

matters comparing to politic matters, so now you should not disturb us the physicals man and skill man. 

For example for explain the before of explanation is, in recent we now that the corner seller (pedagang 

kaki-5) always win against the politician, for example the governor, the governor can not eliminate them 

in century I think, why because they have to make living and also the activities of them give contribution 

to the lifes of peoples in general. 

Physicals and politic is two side and two matters that should not mix in any kinds of ways, if this 

rules follow by you all, the will make mass easy to understand the politic matters in their lifes, peoples 

will not make angry and not satisfy to the politic man and theirs activities. Peoples will respect always in 

matters of the spoke that appears in them. Peoples will feel save always. The politician or politic man 

should not involve the lifes of them in activities of politic in decision of their politic to the physical 

because physicals is only tools for the achievement of everyone in this world physicals is not involve in 

any situation of the activities that bring from decision to the reduce and add the physical matter, but 

politic will bring to the perspective that the improvement of physical will make better living and 

accessories of someone. The physical will be better in face of politician when the physical make you 

satisfy and also make you in definitely understand that physicals is key for theirs success. The success 

should always as standard for achievements of someone, physical make someone as contributor of the 

life in specific of people and as generally for everyone in country, physicals will make you understand 

that the improvement of you if life will bring to the state that you success achieve the lifes. Politician will 

bring you to term that politic is key for decision of peoples in one country in matters that politic always 

involve in the lives of peoples in country for the improvement of qualities life of citizen. Politic make you 

understand that you will success as human Dan also success as personal who not worry about the trick 

of politician. The trick that manage by politician should not involve in physical matter in our lives. Show 

must go on in politic matters only happen to their life not to our lifes in land of prosperous and wealth. 

The key of success to become prosperous and wealthy will make you understand that key for success 

in term prosperous and wealth is by not bring the politic matters in our lives. 

The prosperous and wealth as a goal for development of you, the matters of prosperous and 

wealth id about you and the achievement and also the mix of you and the key success of aboved. 

Politic become weapon for destroy you if you are not success become man and or woman in some 

area of the fields, politic involve as key for make worst condition of peoples as disturber in fields, some 

want as politician becaused the attitude of them is as disturber, see the attitude of politician who as and 

appears as disturber. The attitude of disturber is un common comparing million of population,. Disturber 

is small communities in our lives, but peoples understand about their field, they worry the say of 

politician who full with the trick that will bring to them the mistakes of judgment and observation that 



make someone become victim or suspect that control by politician, and next on the person will got the 

impact as victim of hurt-his. So the politic field create as field who manage by the politician that want 

control some person or many in society. Society expected by them the politician as tools for their 

achievement in ways of soft or ways of hard in term the bad impact. So be careful to peoples who 

involve in politic matters or to politician because somehow somewhere the impact to you that you got 

always bad, theres no good impact considering the existing of politician or politic man. 

So now you should be careful as member of political or political party that maybe you cannot 

control yourself so the impact is not big, the key success of you determined the key of success of all of 

political members as key person for you. Be careful when enter to the politic field. 

So now we should consider the politician as competitor spoke in our achievement that maybe 

getting worst in impact after you know them. They will asking money, they will not bring money for you, 

always like that. The politic always need money from you, never bring money for you, that is business 

relationship? I don’t thing so. In this life is always talk about money, so before you involve in one field 

think always the money, when you involve in politic matters you should also think money that got from 

them the politician or politic man, don’t think the money not coming from them but coming from 

government or others of institution, if you think like that you become them in gradually or in direct. 

Money always money in politic matters of fields, never talk how the politic distribute money to 

the members, the politic always talk about money not coming from them but money coming from other 

field that can take by politic, they always say that money easy get by politic but they are not say about 

money that produce real by them. So, never or at least one time, the politic robbery the others of 

institution for you. The politic will manage the robbery for you, now you are the robberer, like or dislike 

you are now. 

Money is the goal of politic man or politician by do robbery the others of institution by take over 

the others of institution by system that create by politic that should follow by any person in country. 

Slick yes, but how we prevent ourselves lose the money by them that take over by them off course. 

Politic in country now look like we need, but the fact we can discard the politic in our country 

and we still continue the our lives without depend to the politic. We can live save and easy without 

politic, how? Just doing your job and then don’t talk trick for get something, doing just like in small 

community for example the job in company, company is miniature of country, director is president and 

the member of company is citizen, no need politic for run the company. 

Company is representative the miniature of country, they doing manage the all of matters about 

administration, policy, security and etc. No different between country, government and company in term 

the what they doing, the different is about scale. Miniature and big scale is matters of skill of peoples 

who manage both. So if someone who step the his feet on company and success has meaning that 



someone capable and able as manager the arrangement of company. Also if someone who involve in 

government matters and success has meaning that someone has capability and ability to do manage 

the arrangement of country, politic in this both fields has no part as key for success the arrangement of 

country, so politic should not as key for the success of country or company in facing the situation that 

appears after they has activities. Politic should not involve in any of matters of company or country in 

every situation. We don’t need politic in company especially also in country. 
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